CITY OF MILWAUKEE DOWNTOWN EMPLOYEES BIKE PARKING

If you are a City EMPLOYEE and want to ride your bike to/from work, there is a convenient, indoor, and heated (!) Employee Bicycle Parking Area on the Lower Parking floor of the Zeidler Municipal Building.

There are several bicycle racks in a well lit corner on the northwest side on the Lower Parking level for employee use. (The outside bicycle parking at the Municipal Building is intended for visitors to use when doing business at City Hall, Zeidler Municipal Building and 809 Building.)

How do I get access to the Employee Bicycle Parking Area?

- Ask your supervisor to have card key access to the Lower Parking floor added to your City ID badge for the purpose of using the Employee Bicycle Parking Area. (ID badge changes should be directed to Kathy Thornton, DPW Buildings & Fleet Services at extension 3408 or send e-mail to: Kathy.Thornton@milwaukee.gov.)

What are the rules for using the Employee Bicycle Parking Area?

- You may park your bicycle in Lower Parking in the Employee Bicycle Parking area only. Do not park your bicycle anywhere else on the Lower Parking floor and do not try to park a car, motorcycle, moped, etc. here using your new ID access.

- The Bicycle Parking Area is not for the long term storage of your bicycle.

- Please bring your own locks – while Lower Parking is accessible to only those staff or elected officials with an approved card key access, the City of Milwaukee is not responsible for any loss or damages.

- Lower Parking is accessed off of Market Street – please use the service door to the left of the vehicular access garage doors to access or leave Lower Parking with your bicycle.

- Remember to ride ON Market Street when accessing/leaving Lower Parking – riding on the sidewalk is illegal in the City of Milwaukee and also creates conflicts with the high number of pedestrians coming and going from City Hall and the Municipal Building.

- Be courteous to other garage users including drivers, pedestrians and fellow bicyclists. Always maintain a safe speed in the garage and safe distance from other garage users.

- Fellow employees have left a few air pumps, etc. down in the area for staff who bike to use. Feel free to use this equipment but do not remove it from Lower Parking.